EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN LITERATURE IN
TENTH-CENTURY ISLAMIC COURTS
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Academics today often worry about the job market, at least in their early careers.
Graduate students often ask their mentors about the procedure of being hired for
an academic position. The answer is fairly simple. After thorough educational training, preferably at a reputable institution, one browses the job market, often via the
Internet, listservs, or professional websites, and then locates suitable vacancies and
applies for them. The expectations of positions at research institutions usually include research, teaching, and administration. An individual’s application file typically
consists of an application letter, his or her CV, letters of recommendation, and
sometimes a writing sample or a representative publication. This is followed by an
interview on campus, and if the candidate is lucky, an offer is extended. When the
offer is negotiated and accepted, both parties sign a contract. Some accept immediately, while others negotiate better terms. Some stay at the position for a lifetime
and became associated with the institution, while others move on later to greener
pastures, repeating the tiresome process all over again. Of course, some positions
are more secure, and some are more demanding; some are located in central cities,
and some are better paid. Some scholars become famous and can move freely between institutions. Some are tapped for positions, and some even have positions
tailored to attract them.
Were things different in the premodern Islamic world? How did scholars and
litterateurs obtain positions at courts? And how did they move from one court to
another? Through select examples from two major literary anthologies by Abū
Manṣūr al-Thaʿālibī (d. 1039), this article addresses several questions related to the
literature “job market” in the Islamic world of the tenth century.
Abū Manṣūr ʿAbd al-Malik b. Muḥammad b. Ismāʿīl al-Thaʿālibī was an adīb,
poet, critic, lexicographer, historian of literature, prolific scholar, and one of the
most important literary figures in the tenth to eleventh centuries. 1 Al-Thaʿālibī’s
most important contribution to Arabic literature is perhaps the literary-historical
work reflected in his two celebrated anthologies, Yatīmat al-dahr and its sequel
Tatimmat al-Yatīma. The Yatīma is a four-volume anthology of poetry and prose intended as a comprehensive survey of the entire Islamic world in the second half of
the tenth century. It is arranged geographically and includes a total of 470 poets and
prose writers. The Tatimma follows the same principle of organization but includes
writers whom al-Thaʿālibī came to know later in his life. The originality of these two
anthologies lies in the fact that they deal exclusively with contemporary literature
and that they categorize this literature not chronologically or thematically, but geographically by region.
***
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Many litterateurs, both poets and prose writers, sought the patronage of amīrs, viziers, rulers, or important local families. These courts of the tenth-century Islamic
world were located in various cities, given the establishment of rival dynasties, and
litterateurs competed to secure a living in them. The diversity of courts naturally
increased the number of positions available and the need for educated individuals to
carry out certain duties in the courts. Patrons, however, were selective, and competition was fierce. The nature of the positions also varied. There were visiting litterateurs (al-ṭāriʾūn) and those who resided in the courts for longer periods (almuqīmūn). Some desired a stable position in court, such as that of a secretary, a
scribe in the office of correspondence (dīwān al-rasāʾil), a librarian, or a boon companion, whereas others pursued their patron’s occasional gifts and allowances.
Some poets remained loyal to one patron, spending most of their lives at his
court or residence. Their names became associated with that patron. Al-Thaʿālibī
mentions, for example, that Abū l-Faraj al-Iṣfahānī (d. 967) remained at the court of
al-Muhallabī. 2 The judge Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Jurjānī (d. ca. 1012)
settled at the court of al-Ṣāḥib b. ʿAbbād after many journeys, 3 and Abū l-Ḥasan ʿAlī
b. Aḥmad al-Jawharī (d. 987) was one of al-Ṣāḥib’s favorites. 4 Abū l-ʿAbbās al-Nāmī
(d. 1009) adhered to Sayf al-Dawla’s court and was second only to al-Mutanabbī. 5
Abū Manṣūr Yaḥyā b. Yaḥyā al-Kātib was close to the amīr Abū l-Faḍl al-Mīkālī. 6
Al-Thaʿālibī labels such close relations as “exclusively dedicated to” (shadīd al-ikhtiṣāṣ
bi-), “dedicated to” (ikhtaṣṣa bi-), and “made him his protégé” (iṣṭanaʿahu li-nafsihi).
Normally a litterateur would leave a court when the relation with his patron
was destroyed and the latter stopped acting generously toward the litterateur. Before
finding a new court, the litterateur was wise to conceal his true feelings about a patron that he disliked. Abū l-Ṭayyib al-Ṭāhirī (d. ca. 933), for example, served the
Samanids in public but disparaged them in private (kāna yakhdim Āl Sāmān jahran wayahjūhum sirran). His hatred extended to their viziers and officials, and even their capital, Bukhara. 7

ADMISSION TO A COURT

Litterateurs competed to secure a living in any of the courts located in major cities.
This meant, naturally, that most of them had to start at minor or local courts and
continue seizing better opportunities until they reached fame. Renowned litterateurs
wandered relatively freely from one court to another. Abū Bakr al-Khwārizmī, for
example, moved among six courts without an invitation letter; however, he needed
al-Ṣāḥib b. ʿAbbād’s intercession to visit ʿAḍud al-Dawla. Interestingly, there was an
allegation in the Akhlāq al-wazīrayn of al-Tawḥīdī that al-Khwārizmī was spying for
al-Ṣāḥib, which justified ʿAḍud al-Dawla’s reluctance to admit him to his court. 8
A patron might invite a luminary to his court and encourage the visit with gifts,
as happened with al-Ṣāḥib b. ʿAbbād and Abū Isḥāq al-Ṣābī. 9 A litterateur’s refusal
could incur the wrath of his host. Both al-Ṣāḥib b. ʿAbbād and al-Muhallabī instigated the litterateurs at their court to write against al-Mutanabbī after he declined their
respective invitations. 10 In some cases a litterateur had to politely decline an offer
for practical reasons. The Samanid amīr Nūḥ b. Manṣūr extended an invitation to alṢāḥib b. ʿAbbād to serve as his vizier; Ṣāḥib, however, declined and justified this by
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not being able to move with a load of books on four hundred camels. 11 This might,
of course, be a made-up excuse or an indication that the offer was not sufficient, but
it also shows that some litterateurs felt comfortable where they were and did not
wish to move.
Seeking or meeting a patron is a frequent topic in akhbār since the ninth century. 12 For a poet to be received at a court, the patron needed to know his work. Several amateur or novice litterateurs did not produce circulating dīwāns or books; instead, they sent their literary production to al-Thaʿālibī on slips of paper and epistles
in hopes that he would include them in his second edition of the Yatīma or in its
sequel, the Tatimma. 13 If successful, the work of these unknown litterateurs would
circulate, granting them some recognition, especially if a famed critic like al-Thaʿālibī
had commented upon them favorably. Hence, anthologies concerned with contemporary literature, such as the Yatīma and its several sequels, 14 became important vehicles for publishing original literature, that of nonprofessional poets who did not
produce circulating dīwāns and were still seeking recognition and access to courts.
Ideally, the candidate’s reputation should have preceded him, but he might
have had to establish (or reestablish) ties with a patron by sending along a writing
sample—a letter, poem, or book—that demonstrated his talent. The litterateur
might explicitly declare his wish to visit the court. If returning to a court, it was opportune for the litterateur to justify his absence and apologize for it. 15 In other cases,
news of a litterateur’s intended visit reached the court and the patron then issued an
invitation. 16
A litterateur might have requested someone else’s intercession. When he was
young, al-Hamadhānī was brought by his father to the court of al-Ṣāḥib. 17 The frequent intercessions gave rise, according to Beatrice Gruendler, to a new subgenre of
praise poetry that lauded the intercessor and the patron who responded to the intercession. 18 Abū Ṭālib al-Maʾmūnī was advised by al-Khwārizmī to praise al-shaykh
Abū Manṣūr Kuthayyir b. Aḥmad in order to have him intercede on his behalf to
join the literary circle of the army commander Abū l-Ḥasan b. Sīmjūr. 19 The intercession could also take the form of a written recommendation. Al-Thaʿālibī, for example, included three letters by al-Ṣāḥib b. ʿAbbād, recommending Abū l-Ḥasan alSalāmī (d. 1003), who wished to join the court of ʿAḍud al-Dawla; Abū l-Ḥasan alJawharī, who wished to be patronized by Abū l-ʿAbbās al-Ḍabbī; and Abū l-Ḥasan
al-Sijzī al-Nawqātī, who specifically requested such a letter before returning to his
homeland, Sijistān. 20 In al-Salāmī’s case, the letter was not addressed directly to the
new patron, ʿAḍud al-Dawla, but rather to his secretary and vizier, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz b.
Yūsuf (d. 998). 21 Al-Thaʿālibī also describes the reception of al-Ṣāḥib’s letter:
Al-Salāmī stayed at al-Ṣāḥib’s court in great favor, noble rank, and bright pleasures until he preferred to visit the court of ʿAḍud al-Dawla at Shiraz. Then alṢāḥib prepared him and gave him a letter in his handwriting to Abū l-Qāsim ʿAbd
al-ʿAzīz b. Yūsuf. The text is:

“My master, may God prolong his life, knows that the merchants of poetry are
numerous like hair, while those one trusts to present jewels fashioned of their talent, and to offer ornaments woven with their minds, are fewer. Among those I
have tested and then praised, and urged by examination then chosen, is Abū l-
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Ḥasan Muḥammad ʿAbd Allāh al-Makhzūmī al-Salāmī, may God support him.
He has a quick wit that surpasses deliberation and a way in excellence that piques
the ear’s attention, just as the gaze pleases by its pasture. He has ridden [the back
of] hope and was advised [to aim for] the glorious court, to attain [the rank of] his
peers and disclose among them the brightness of his condition. I have prepared
the amīr of poetry for his parade and adorned the horse of eloquence with him as
a rider. This letter of mine is his scout for raindrops, rather his road to the sea. If
my lord heeds my words about him and takes it among the reasons to accept him,
may he do it, if God, exalted is He, wishes.”
When he arrived, Abū l-Qāsim helped him, was gracious to him, and brought him
to ʿAḍud al-Dawla so he recited his qaṣīda: …

Then the wing of welcome enveloped him and offered him the key of hope. 22

MEETING A PATRON

A first meeting with a patron required a special performance on the part of the litterateur, for introductory words set the tone of the relationship. In examining the
meeting of a patron as a standard element in books devoted to poets from the ninth
century, Beatrice Gruendler has identified some recurrent props and personages in
this plot type. 23 As in the ninth century, this type of akhbār in the Yatīma portrays
the poets who met with success; the poets who failed remained obscure.
Among many such stories, al-Thaʿālibī recounts of Abū l-Ḥasan al-ʿAlawī alWaṣī al-Hamadhānī (d. after 998) 24 that he thought long and hard about his first
meeting with al-Ṣāḥib and finally chose to use a Qurʾānic reference to Yūsuf: “This
is but a noble man” (mā hādhā illā basharun karīm). 25 Al-Ṣāḥib cleverly retorted with a
verse from the same sura: “Surely, I perceive the scent of Yūsuf, unless you think I
am senile” (innī la-ajidu rīḥa Yūsufa lawlā an tufannidūn). 26

LEAVING A COURT

Litterateurs anthologized in the Yatīma and the Tatimma often roamed from one
court to another in search of patronage, easily shifting their loyalties. Patronage was
a contract, and the violation of the contractual terms by either party would terminate the relationship. The poet Abū l-Ḥasan al-Nawqātī succinctly explained the
terms of this relation:
If you are stingy with beneficence to me
And I do not attain a gift from you
You are a slave like me
And why should I serve a slave? 27

In many cases, an incident that enraged the patron or humiliated the litterateur
would compel the latter to leave. Several such incidents are listed in the entry on alṢāḥib b. ʿAbbād, such as an unfortunate bout of flatulence, which occurred twice in
al-Ṣāḥib’s court:
Al-Hamadhānī related to me saying: A jurist known as Ibn al-Khuḍayrī attended
the debate circle (majlis al-naẓar) that al-Ṣāḥib held nightly. One day he dozed off
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(ghalabathu ʿaynāhu) and a loud fart escaped from him. He was ashamed and
avoided the majlis. So al-Ṣāḥib said: Relay to him:

O Ibn al-Khuḍayrī, do not go in shame
Because of an accident from you that was as the flute (nāy) or the lute (ʿūd)
You cannot imprison the wind (rīḥ)
Since you are not Solomon son of David

A similar incident was said to have happened to al-Hamadhānī in the majlis of alṢāḥib, and he was ashamed and said: “[It was] the squeaking of the sofa (takht).”
Al-Ṣāḥib said: “I am afraid it was the squeaking from the underneath (taḥt).” One
says that this embarrassment was the reason for his departure from the court for
Khurāsān. 28

The two incidents are combined because of their similarity and because both occurred in al-Ṣāḥib’s court. This allows al-Thaʿālibī to dispense with the first part of
the second story and concentrate on the different outcome: Ibn al-Khuḍayrī showed
remorse and was forgiven; al-Hamadhānī did not admit his mistake and had to
leave. In some cases, a litterateur had to flee without even waiting for a caravan, as
happened with one of the false poets (mutashāʿirūn) who had plagiarized al-Ṣāḥib. 29
The patron, however, might tolerate the bad manners of a talented litterateur, as was
the case with Ibn Lankak al-Baṣrī and al-Muhallabī. Al-Thaʿālibī says:
One day the vizier al-Muhallabī invited him [Ibn Lankak] to a meal, and while he
was eating with him [the poet] suddenly blew his nose into a large handkerchief
and spit into it. Then he took an olive from a bowl and bit it so violently that its
pit sprang out and hit the eye of the vizier. [The vizier] was amazed at his illmannered gluttony but he bore with him because of his strength in adab. 30

In some cases, a litterateur and a patron would patch up their relationship. The poet
and librarian Abū Muḥammad al-Khāzin (d. ca. 993–4), for example, contacted alṢāḥib b. ʿAbbād after a decade of estrangement to apologize for having “voluntarily” left his court. He described the misfortunes that had afflicted him in the intervening years, said that he was coming back “out of necessity,” and stressed that the
exile had taught him a lesson. 31
A litterateur’s departure from a court was not necessarily because of ill feelings
between patron and client; Ibn al-Ḥajjāj left the court of Ibn al-ʿAmīd still praising
him and without specifying his destination or the reason for his departure. 32 In other cases, the litterateur asked the patron’s permission to leave. This was the case
with Abū Ṭālib al-Maʾmūnī (d. 993) after the poet’s enemies poisoned his relation
with al-Ṣāḥib (he was said to have cursed the Muʿtazila). 33 Al-Maʾmūnī stressed in
his departure poem that he would spread the word of al-Ṣāḥib’s generosity. Some
poets enjoyed their time at the court but desired to return home. This occurred with
Abū l-Ḥusayn Muḥammad b. al-Ḥusayn al-Fārisī and Abū l-Ḥasan al-Sijzī alNawqātī, who obtained written permission from al-Ṣāḥib to depart. In these documents, al-Ṣāḥib praises them, comments on their literary ability and character, and
confirms his wish to have kept them at court. 34 The poet al-Salāmī obtained an in-
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troduction to the court of ʿAḍud al-Dawla from his former patron al-Ṣāḥib b.
ʿAbbād. 35
***
The Yatīma and the Tatimma thus illustrate both courtly life in the tenth century and
al-Thaʿālibī’s role as a historian of literature. Al-Thaʿālibī often tells us what the patrons looked for, how they selected the litterateurs who applied to their courts, and
what the letters of recommendation, entrance exams, job interviews, offers, and negotiations looked like. Books were often composed and dedicated to patrons and
occasionally named after them. Al-Thaʿālibī relates how such a work would be received and remunerated by the patron.
Most of these accounts are success stories and thus attest to the talent and excellence of the litterateurs. They also demonstrate the generosity of the patrons and
their care in selecting litterateurs to their courts. On the one hand, the accounts are
entertaining, and on the other, they contain examples of excellent sayings, signatory
notes/apostilles (tawqīʿāt), and letters. Both qualities make these stories suitable for
inclusion in literary anthologies.
Moreover, patronage and the quest for patronage are common themes in
tenth-century literary anthologies, and one can argue that among the goals of alThaʿālibī’s anthology is to promote the work of his contemporaries and guide them
through their careers by providing examples to follow, as well as incidents of successes and failures. Anthologies were not always secondary texts selected from primary dīwāns and circulating “books.” Rather, sometimes, as in the case of the
Yatīma, they were the result of a dynamic process and correspondence between litterateurs. Al-Thaʿālibī thus was acting as a gatekeeper to the realm of admired literature. Through the accounts in his work, al-Thaʿālibī guided the litterateurs of his
age, especially his fellow Khurāsānīs, on how they could secure and keep a position
at the court, and what to do should they lose it.
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